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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Scolcoin project is a technological platform with a decentralized open 
accounting book, specially designed to find resources for Latin American NGOs, 
through the solidarity blockchain, Start Up Social seeks the adoption of social 
cryptocurrency in international markets, through of social and corporate 
responsibility for the benefit of solidarity projects and non-governmental entities 
that will benefit from the process. 
 
The Scolcoin Social Project in its creation stage was presented to the community 
as the ecological Colombian cryptocurrency for reaching the Proof of Stake phase, 
achieving positioning and recognition in LatAm. Its genesis block was made on 
January 3, 2018, the committees and presence in communities were formed. 
 
Space for local exchange was created, generating a healthy ecosystem and 
adoption for Scolcoin cryptocurrency.Thanks to the partnerships with different 
portals at a regional level, we achieved brand recall. 
 
A project in progress and in social evolution in Latin America. Every day an 
achievement and security for investors. 

 
Cryptocurrency Scolcoin: is a Bitcoin Bifurcation, electronic cash money system 

 
2. Bitcoin based technology: A purely peer-to-peer form of electronic cash allows 
you to send online payments directly between the parties and without going 
through a financial institution. Digital signatures are part of the solution, for the 
problem of double spending using a peer-to-peer network. The network seals the 
transactions in time in a continuous chain of proof-of-work2 based on hash3, 
establishing a record that cannot be modified without redoing proof-of-work. The 
longer string not only serves as an effective test of the sequence of events, but 
also shows that it comes from the most powerful CPU set. While nodes control the 
majority of the CPU power, the longest string will be generated. The network itself 
requires a minimum structure. The messages are transmitted based on "best 
effort" 4, and the nodes can leave the network and return to it at will, accepting the 
longer proof-of-work string as proof of what has happened during their absence. 
 
Social Currency SCOLCOIN 
Our currency is a social project that originates in Colombia, with the support of 
entrepreneurs and developers, for the benefit of all volunteers, with the social 
responsibility of companies. 
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2.1 Network Peer to Peer Scolcoin:  
 
Our currency was never ICO. Because Scolcoin is a project that was born with a 
social philosophy, a change of consciousness and management of virtual 
currencies thanks to the blockchain.  
System that allows greater financial autonomy, does not require dependence on a 
central authority and grants real control over the financial assets of each one. 
Since its launch, Scolcoin can be evaluated thanks to its block browser and official 
data on its official website, in version 1.0 of the White Paper an improved version 
of Bitcoin is proposed through the addition of a masternode network in the proof of 
stake phase, with its solidary approach that makes it unique in Colombia and offers 
a technological solidarity platform.  
 
2.2 Blockchain: 
 
Bitcoin blockchain technology creates blocks by chronologically combining records. 
A network of nodes confirms these blocks. Each of these blocks contains the 
information necessary to build on previous blocks through network consensus. 
However, Bitcoin does not reward the owners of nodes or the number of Bitcoin 
nodes. The blockchain of Scolcoin incentivizes with the 3% annual to the miners in 
POS and a fee of 0.0001 of cost per transaction in average of commission. It also 
registers all movements of virtual currencies publicly in the decentralized network 
of Scolcoin the Colombian Social Currency It has a clear objective, to manage 
intelligent fiduciary funds controlled by our Blockchain, in small projects (Solidarity 
Projects) for the benefit of volunteers and NGOs.  
 
2.3 Governance of the Community  
 
The participation of the community for decisions for the future of the cryptocurrency 
is made up of the following committees:  

 Development Committee.  

 Marketing Committee.  

 Mining Committee.  

 Nodes Committee.  

 Members Committee.  

 Affiliates Committee.  
It allows achieving consensus and leadership.  
 
Note: Each year there is an annual digital assembly where the solidarity project is 
voted, the founding CEO of Scolcoin and the admin of each committee do the 
distribution of tasks. 
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3. PROJECT STAGES 
 

 

3.1 Initial Stage and Genesis Blockchain Start Date: January 3, 2018  
 
Block Genesis: 
hashGenesisBlock("0x00000aa2ce62bac15c8b18cf24dd7b2c62c7e5d9be1d17017
1bffc679f9689e0"); 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/block.dws?000009b4569ac5df7ce18ef06a2be7721
be7089fc7af424e08ec03c15bb408d3.htm 
 
Presale 
 
It took place from January 14 to February 14, where the sponsors managed to 
donate resources, were awarded Scolcoin. 
 
The surplus cryptocurrencies were allocated for development and solidarity 
projects, which will be distributed over a period of 10 years (all investments will be 
by vote for any movement of this cold portfolio). 
Projection of the 10-year Solidarity Fund: 
SkUnJtAAaKeFyAnPb6nUQbTqhgKrwUq5x4 
 
2019: $ 400 SCol 
2019: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2020: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2021: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2022: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2023: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2024: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2025: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2026: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2027: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
2028: $ 1,096,330 SCol 
 
The project in the initial stage was developed: 
 

 Block Explorer. 

 Paper Wallets. 

 Wallet Win 

 Linux Wallet 

 Latin Exchange (Latinbarter) 

 Newspaper (bit-border) 
 
A series of alliances with different portals of the continent. 
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3.2 Stage II Phase 1 
 
The Scolcoin solidarity economy project and social currencies 
 
Our technological platform (Startup of Solidarity Economy) thanks to our Ecological 
blockchain, as a tool to increase the philanthropic effectiveness, guaranteeing the 
immutable registry of information, absence of intermediaries, possibility of following 
up the transactions and transparency to all the projects. 
 
Our Social Cryptocurrency Scolcoin has set aside a fund for Solidarity projects 
Categories: 
 

 Social Projects 

 Cultural Projects 

 Musical Projects 

 Personal Projects 

 Health Projects 

 Sports Projects 

 Environmental Projects 

 Projects Common Interest 

 Catastrophes, 
 
Monitoring of Solidarity Projects: 
 
Scolcoin blockchain’s stores all the accounting records of the programming or 
systematic schedule of the winning solidary project and authorizes the 
administration of the project so that the entire community is fulfilled and responded 
to, because the resources are invest intelligently (Intelligent trust). 
 
Selection: 
 
All year round projects can be submitted within the categories, volunteers have the 
right and only they can apply. 1 Once a year the selection is made by means of 
voting of the volunteers, who will choose one Winner. 
 
Traceability: 
 
"Possibility of identifying the origin and the different stages of a process of 
production and distribution of consumer goods or projects". 
Our blockchain allows you to track or track donations, to make sure they are used 
for the previously established purpose. 
 
Thanks to our social currencies that can be acquired by the donor partners, giving 
them utility for solidarity projects previously selected by our community, according 
to the project and the intelligent contract, the user or company can select whom to 
donate freely. 
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The Scolcoin solidarity economy project, social currencies 
 

Our technological platform (Start up of Solidarity Economy) thanks to our 
Ecological blockchain, as a tool to increase the philanthropic effectiveness, 
guaranteeing the immutable record of information, absence of intermediaries, 
possibility of following up transactions and transparency to all projects. 
 
Our Social Criptomoneda SColcoin has set aside a fund for Solidarity Projects 
Categories: 

 Social projects 

 Cultural Projects 

 Musical Projects 

 Personal projects 

 Health Projects 

 Sports Projects 

 Environmental Projects 

 Projects Common Interest 

 Catastrophes,   

 
Monitoring of Solidarity Projects: 
SColcoin's blockchain stores all the accounting records of the programming or 
step-by-step schedule of the winning solidary project and authorizes the 
administration of the project so that the entire community is fulfilled and responded 
to, because the resources are invest intelligently (Intelligent trust). 
 
Selection: 
All year round projects can be submitted within the categories, volunteers have the 
right and only they can apply. 1 Once a year the selection is made by means of 
voting of the volunteers, who will choose 1 Winner. 
 
Traceability: 
"Possibility of identifying the origin and the different stages of a process of 
production and distribution of consumer goods or projects". 
 
Our blockchain allows you to track or track donations, to make sure they are used 
for the previously established purpose. 
Thanks to our social currencies that can be acquired by the donor partners, giving 
them utility for solidarity projects previously selected by our community, according 
to the project and the intelligent contract, the user or company can select who to 
donate freely.
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8.1. Scolcoin Services:  

 You can buy your Icolcoin coins by exchanging for Scolcoins.  

 You can exchange your Scolcoin, icolcoin or exchange in authorized 
exchanges.  

 Participate in the SCol Loyalty Network, exchanging goods, products and 
services for Icolcoin currencies.  

 Purchase and Exchange of Goods, Products and Services through our 
altruistic trade and the Icolcoin Reward coins.  

 

8.2. Services Blockchain Scolcoin to Affiliate Commerce:  

 Intelligent Products (Manufacturers)  

 Smart Trade (Distributors)  

 Intelligent Contracts (Exchange)  

 Smart E-Commerce (Smart Trade) Sale and Purchase  

 PAD (BlockChain Commerce Customer Assistant)  
 

Note: services with the use of smart contracts  
 

8.3. 3.3 Stage II Phase 2  
 
Phase 2: with the Colombian Investment Cryptocurrency, we look for the exchange 
with local commerce and the promotion of Colombian products in the world through 
our currency. Markets with the greatest potential for the adoption of icolcoin are 
Colombia, Argentina and Venezuela, accepting cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and 
blockchain knowledge. Colombia is currently a power in Latin America in blockchain 
and our project will have a very rapid expansion in the world market. The great 
potential of our currency is the best of the talent, with Colombian developers and the 
focus on solutions for the industry, automation of processes in decentralized 
database through our blockchain. It will be of high value for trade and its uses; this is 
one of the reasons why it should invest in our cryptocurrency and its high value in 
the international market. When you acquire an Icolcoin, you are obtaining a great 
investment, our vision in being able to arrive in less than 1 year to the Colombian 
business association and in 2020 to cross the international market with our 
blockchain and computer products services. Computer products:  

 APP: Software for companies with applications focused on BD, with 
integration in our blockchain (Smart information) small programs for the 
industry and companies.  

 Accounting software: Line for SMEs and micro SMEs where they can 
manage their accounting in a decentralized way integrated into our 
blockchain. 
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 Application for banking or corporate entities based on blockchain to store 

sensitive and private information in a secure and decentralized manner. 
 Software for educational institutions to store enrollment information, student 

notes, and teachers' reports in a decentralized way through Icolcoin's blockchain. 
 Universal security software: Validation of personnel at any point of work by 

means of biometrics (tactile, iris or face recognition) with access cards and time 
control. The bd stored in our blockchain of Icolcoin where you can locate 
nationally or anywhere in the world, to verify the identity of the employee. 

 Voting software with integrated biometrics verification to our Icolcoin blockchain. 

 Software for accounts validated with a universal DB of citizens integrated into 
our blockchain of Icolcoin. 

 Software to manage projects through the Icolcoin blockchain. 
 Real estate management software integrated into our Icolcoin blockchain. 

 Software for product sales (POS System) stored in our Icolcoin blockchain, 

managing online and decentralized inventories. 
 Document digitization service integrating our BD in the Icolcoin blockchain, 

delivering a library of online documents organized in a decentralized manner. 
 System of loyalty points for companies, generating for our currency, for their 

clients and a customized online catalog type exchange system where Icolcoin can 
be exchanged for products. 

 Hyperledger development (Blockchain) 

 Development in Corda (Blockchain) 

 
 

Service Icolcoin: 
Industry and Commerce: 
Our Cryptocurrency will have services focused on the development of app, software and 
process optimization through the Icolcoin blockchain, as well as the development of 
custom blockchain for companies or citizens who want to hire our service. 
- Special projects based on blockchain. 
 
Virtual Currencies: 
- Customized cryptocurrency creation service and blockchain. 
- Marketing Service, positioning of Cryptocurrencies. 
- Block Explorer Services for Cryptocurrencies. 
- Professional Node Services through our VPS servers. 
 
Trading - Exchange 
- Our company will provide the service at a low cost in the exchange of 
cryptocurrencies, cryptoactives, products and services through our Icolcoin currency. 
- Advice to individuals in the purchase of virtual currencies. 
- Training and lectures on cryptocurrencies and blockchain. 
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International Trade and Customs Processes 
Our Icolcoin Cryptocurrency has the advantage of international transactions at a low 
cost and instantaneously, for this reason our cryptocurrency is an ally in your business: 
 

 The experience of the management of the Cryptocurrency of its partners and the 
handling of imports and exports has the perfect combination; our company presents the 
service of commercial advisor in processes of income of legal form and shipment of 
merchandise all through our Cryptocurrency:  

- Imports For individuals, our entity brings you any product you need using our 
Icolcoin Cryptocurrency and taking the product to your home or company. 

 
Marketing 
- Brand positioning service. 
- Web positioning service. 
- Product positioning service. 
 
Platforms Services of Icolcoin: 
- Electronic commerce payment with cryptocurrency Icolcoin type eBay. 
- Platform of Commerce for sale of products of the Colombian field to the home, 
companies (International trade). 
 
Products Derived from the Blockchain ICOLCOIN 
- Raspberry Pi 4 brand Icolcoin Pre-configured with Icolcoin Node. 
- Raspberry pi 4-brand Icolcoin blockchain. 
- Ledger brand Icolcoin. 
- Linux Server Ubunto 14.04 in Rack or Desktop brand Icolcoin. 
- CPU to mine in laptop or desktop for configured for POS. 
- Graphics Cards and Sale of CPU, GPU and ASIC equipment. 
- Rental of ASIC equipment in the cloud for monthly payment. 
- Equipment for electronic payment in local commerce (DataCritpo) electronic device 
that allows accepting Icolcoin cryptocurrencies in establishments. 
- Advertising stored in the blockchain to locate smart notices in Leds interconnected by 
our Icolcoin Network. 
- Manufacture, import and export of solar panels, wind power and other Icolcoin brand. 
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3.4 Stage II Phase 3 
Our main tool of work is our trading experience, development and business vision. Our 
great treasure that will be exposed as a tool in the international market is the PAD 
project. 
 
The PAD project is the evolutionary leap of Commerce and the Cryptocurrency is where 
the blockchain works and will change the destiny of Latin America. The information is 
the best crypto active on the market and aware of this great factor, Icolcoin will develop 
platforms, App and software aimed at the blockchain of PAD. 
 
By subject of rights and patents, the PAD project will not be published in this blog, in 
2020 it will be ready and used by Icolcoin. 
The PAD blockchain will summarize and create a new ecosystem in Latin America. The 
local and foreign cryptocurrencies will be hosted by this new PAD system. Crow funding 
of startups, deals with incubators and entrepreneur projects. 
 
We are the social change of the blockchain in Colombia, to show it to the world and 
expand in Latin America. Scolcoin is developed in a Collective, little by little it is gaining 
followers and we hope to count on your support in our communities. 
Scolcoin Project a change of conscience "The Social Asset of Colombia". 
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4.1 BLOCKCHAIN SCOLCOIN:  
 

Specifications SCOLCOIN 
 
Nombre Moneda: SColcoin 
Abreviatura de moneda: SCOL 
Algoritmo: Scrypt 
Tipo: PoW/PoS 
Letra Dirección: S 
RPC port  31498 
P2P port   31497 
Total coin supply: 246400000coins 
POS porcentaje: 3% por año. 
Last PoW block: block 10000 
Madurez Moneda: 100 blocks 
Target spacing: 64 seconds 
Target timespan: 1 block 
Confirmaciones de transacciones: 6 blocks 
 

5.1 BLOCKCHAIN ICOLCOIN:  
 
Characteristics of the Icolcoin Cryptocurrency 
 
Technical data 
Algorithm: Scrypt 
Tipo: PoW/PoS 
Nombre Icolcoin 
Coin: ICOL 
Address letter C 
RPC port 31498 
P2P port 31497 
Block reward POW: 55 coins 
Total coin supply: 23.333.333 coins 
Pre-minado: 1% 
Pre-minador Coin: 233333 
Valor Moneda: $ 0.00000010 BTC 
 
Properties 
PoS percentage 8% por Año. 
Last PoW block block 1000 
Coinbase maturity 100 blocks 
Target spacing 64 seconds 
Target timespan 1 block 
Transaction confirmations 6 blocks 
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66. SCOLCOIN INVESTMENTS: 
Our project has an investment plan for the partners that want to support the project, this 
scheme applies certificate of donation, royalties and Scolcoin virtual coins. 

 Mining Investment. 

 Masternode Investment. 

 Entrepreneurial Investment. 

 Business Investment. 

 Professional Investment Master. 

 International Trading Investment. 
Note: investment plans are developed personalized marketing campaigns for each of 
the investment partners we have important partnerships in the region: 
Scolcoin an ecological blockchain, which is valued every day, as it is a social asset of 
Latin America, which is united with big news portals of Latin America, these mergers 
generate tendency and value the project. 
This SCol investment plan includes: 
 

 Receive SCol virtual currency with the value of the investment (current exchange rate) 
 

 Receive annual interest of 3% of the total value of the investment in SCol virtual 
currency. 
 

 Receive interest for mining Scolcoin 
. 
Note: any investment is a donation to our project makes it a partner and can make joint 
decisions to the other committees and be part of the committee of investors the elite of 
our Scolcoin team. 
 
6.1 MINING INVESTMENT 
Value: $ 0.1 BTC 
Law: 

 1200 SCol 

 SCol Wallet to mine in proof of stake. 

 Manual mined POS. 
Benefits: 

 All miners will have support by discord and telegram. 

 Receive 3% annual interest. 

 Apply for Solidarity Projects. 

 Vote at the Digital Scolcoin Annual Assembly.  
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6.2 MASTER INVESTMENT  
Value: $ 0.13 BTC  
Law:  

 2000 SCol  

 Node with Wallet SCol installed to Miner in Proof of Stake.  

 Manual mined POS Linux.  

 Intelligent Contract Masternode Service  

 Apply for Solidarity Projects.  

 Vote at the Annual Digital Assembly.  
 
Benefits:  

 All the masters will have support by discord and telegram.  

 Receive 3% annual interest. 

 Masternode 12 months of service with installed Wallet. Master Node 

Scolcoin server:  CPU: two cores  

 6 GB RAM (guaranteed)  

 500 GB disk space (SSD-boosted)  

 SSD boost  

 UNLIMITED traffic!  

 100 Mbit / s port  

 No restrictions, no throttling  

 PROMT protection  
 
6.3 ENTREPRENEURIAL INVESTMENT  
Value: $ 2000 USD  
Law:  

 2500 SCol  

 SCol Wallet to miner in proof of stake.  

 Manual mine POS. Benefits:  

 All entrepreneurs will have support by discord and telegram. 

 Receive 3% annual interest and advice on their projects (Blockchain). 
 

 Promotion of products through our loyalty catalog if you receive our 
cryptocurrency in your venture. 

 Integration of the product or service in our blockchain project. 

 Scolcoin exchange service for other currencies at 
https://latinbarter.exchange 

 
 

https://latinbarter.exchange/
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6.4 BUSINESS INVERSION 

Value: $ 5000 USD 
Law: 

 6000 SCol 

 SCol Wallet for businessperson in Proof of Stake. 

 Manual mined POS. 

 Use of the catalog portal. 

 Apply for Solidarity Projects. 

 Vote at the Annual Digital Assembly. 

 Alliance with Scolcoin in marketing for advertising in the communities and Latin 
American news portals (bitfrontera.com), also announced in associated portals, 
blog and press release. 

 Donation certificate for the value, products, fiat or cryptocurrency are received. 

 Benefits: 

 All entrepreneurs will have support for WhatsApp, discord and telegram. 

 Receive 3% annual interest. 

 Use of Scolcoin coins in their trade and product publication through our loyalty 
catalog. 

 Optional (Discount on Scolcoin services and the icolcoin twin coin) 

 Promotion in our video channel. 

 Promotion on Twitter (2000 Users) 

 Facebook promotion (2700 users) 
 
Characteristics: 

 Advertising as Sponsor of the Project. 

 Marketing at events and / or fairs. 

 Mention at social events as a Sponsor. 
 
Blockchain Services Optional: 

 Creation of blockchain project with your brand, service or product name. 

 Integration of your currency in our local ecosystem https://latinbarter.exchange 

 Integration of your trade, manufacturing or distribution system in the blockchain. 

 
6.5 PROFESSIONAL MASTER  
Value: 5 BTC  
Law:  

 100.000 SCol  

 Apply for Solidarity Projects  

 Vote Solidarity Projects.  

 To be able to choose Board of Directors.  

 You can mine with a Private Node.  

 Exchange at https://latinbarter.exchange  

 Publication in https://bitfrontera.com  
 
 
 

https://latinbarter.exchange/
https://latinbarter.exchange/
https://bitfrontera.com/
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6.6 INTERNATIONAL TRADING  
Value: 20 BTC  
 
Law:  

 1’000.000 SCol  

 Apply for Solidarity Projects  

 Vote Solidarity Projects.  

 To be able to choose Board of Directors.  

 You can miner with a Private Node.  

 You will receive life compensation.  

 Exchange at https://latinbarter.exchange  

 Publication in https://bitfrontera.com 
 

 
 

7. SOCIAL CURRENCY  
 
Cryptocurrency in operation created on January 3, 2018 in the Proof of Stake phase:  

 Transaction time from 60 seconds to 120 seconds between blocks.  

 With a public, block browser https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/  

 Facilities to buy the currency through the authorized Exchange or through 
the web: https://comprar.scolcoin.com to acquire the investment 
packages.  

 Exchange for other currencies at https://latinbarter.exchange  

 Alliance in Latin America with newspapers such as 
https://criptomonedas.com and https://bitfrontera.com  

 Promotion in the main communities.  
 
 
7.1 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Scolcoin – Orphans 

 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/orphans.dws 
 

https://latinbarter.exchange/
https://bitfrontera.com/
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/
https://comprar.scolcoin.com/
https://latinbarter.exchange/
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/orphans.dws
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Proof of Stake - Extraction Statistics 

 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/extraction.dws?0.htm 
 
 
 
 
Inflation Currency Scolcoin

 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#@inflation 
 
 

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/extraction.dws?0.htm
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Difficulty of Extraction

 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#@diff 
 
 
Stake Input Size for the last 1000 blocks 

 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#!extraction 
 
 
 
Red Peer to Peer 
 

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#@diff
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#!extraction
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https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/#!network 
 
Reward System  
 
The distribution is as follows:  

 10% Solidarity Projects.  

 15% pioneering investors.  
The reward in POS is 3% per year. 
 

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/%23!network
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 Wallet 1 SkUnJtAAaKeFyAnPb6nUQbTqhgKrwUq5x4 Balance 24,636,628 para Proyectos solidarios 

Wealth Distribution 

Top N addresses Holdings Percentage 

Top 10 32,279,846 SCOL 49.90 % 

Top 100 64,498,418 SCOL 99.71 % 

 
 

 
 

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/address.dws?341.htm
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8. SOLIDARITY PROJECTS 
Our technological platform creates an ecosystem of solidarity economy. The global economy is 
adapting to new developments and computational innovations that have the potential to 
transform the way goods, services and assets are exchanged in the economy. One of these 
innovations are cryptocurrencies (CM). Our Social Currency Scolcoin is the first of its kind in 
Colombia that changes the patterns of the orange economy. 
Scolcoin a Colombian enterprise born of the need to link the companies of our country in the so-
called 4 industrial revolution and we want to be pioneers in Latin America in the transition. That 
is why the space and the cyber money were created, as they call it in some European countries, 
to work together with Colombian companies on the innovation of social responsibility in a public 
and transparent operation, in support of solidarity projects. 
"The CM can be stored in any computing device and transferred over the internet with a global 
reach in a matter of minutes. This has given rise to the development of specialized 
intermediaries offering all kinds of services, from being exchange houses, to offering similar 
instruments to deposit accounts in CM and negotiation services (exchange rate) for their clients, 
as well as issuing and negotiation of financial derivatives on these currencies, among others. 
"Text copied from Document Bank of the Republic of Colombia. (Documento-tecnico-
criptomonedas.pdf) 
 
Our Scolcoin Cryptocurrency is a disruptive innovation changing the old schemes in solidarity 
issues, having an ecosystem for the projects of Latin American entrepreneurs and NGO that 
need to finance their projects through our virtual currencies generating a network of collective 
financing, usually online, that through financial or other donations, they manage to finance a 
certain project in exchange for rewards, participations in an altruistic way. 

 
That is why our Blockchain solidary project is the way to start with the idea of business, 
solidarity projects, social undertakings and financing for NGOs. Any entrepreneur or 
entity that wanted to take a personal or business project forward can look for a call for 
Scolcoin: Call Scolcoin blockchain is for Social benefit, altruistic Commerce is 
developed every day, and our volunteers work to improve the services and utilities of 
the SCOL. Through our decentralized blockchain of Scolcoin, solidarity economy 

projects can be postulated:  The project must solve a problem of a community 

(Solidarity Projects).  It can be small projects focused on: (projects for children, 
disabled, marginalized population, elderly, environment, agriculture, art, sports, culture, 
music, women head of household and health.) 
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Solidarity Projects Fund 2018:  
This year they were in the background: 400 Scolcoin projects with May 2018  
May 2018  
Publication of social benefit projects.  
October 2018  
Solidarity projects  
Digital assembly for the selection of voting projects  
The selected projects are entered in Blockchain (Intelligent Contract) and managed by 
our system.  
Projection of the 10-year Solidarity  
Fund: SkUnJtAAaKeFyAnPb6nUQbTqhgKrwUq5x4  
1. 2019: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
2. 2020: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
3. 2021: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
4. 2022: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
5. 2023: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
6. 2024: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
7. 2025: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
8. 2026: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
9. 2027: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
10. 2028: $ 1,096,330 SCol  
Resource allocation: 
 
Development 1% $ 246,366 SCol  
Catastrophes 10% $ 2,463,663 SCol  
Social 89% $ 21,926,599 SCol  
Total $ 24,636,628 SCol 

 
The winning solidarity projects will have the Colombian Social Coins  
Scolcoin through an intelligent contract and will be administrator by a startup "Intelligent Project" 
that will store all movements through our blockchain.  
 
We are the Blockchain of Colombia 100% Ecological.  
Website project: https://scolcoin.com  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Socialprojectscol/  
youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOlpGKNsuCGMEe7GLqnFR3g Twitter: 
@scolcoin  
Telegram: https://t.me/icolcoin_foro 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://scolcoin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Socialprojectscol/
https://t.me/icolcoin_foro
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9. ADOPTION SCOLCOIN  
Thanks to the latest alliances, our Cryptocurrency is strong in the Latin market, with the 
Latinbarter exchange see statistics 
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Scolcoin is an asset can be a means of payment of products, goods and services, 
thanks to its decentralized accounting Blockchain, our currency serve as a unit of 
account. All movements can be verified in the browser see statistics 
https://chainz.cryptoid.info/scol/. Our Social asset is fungible, divisible, durable, easy to 
verify, difficult to fake, portable and easy to transfer, and with a relatively stable value 
against the goods and services of the economy.  
 
We invite all businesspersons to achieve agreement with our Colombian blockchain, 
they should see it as an international showcase and they will have discounts on their 
projects (if they wish to make their own cryptocurrencies or a blockchain-based project)  
Adopt our currency is easy we have plans to invest and Scolcoin adoption plans in 
Colombia, have the Scolcoin to promote their products or new projects.  
 
We have an expert team in different areas and entrepreneurs, excellent positioning and 
SEO committee that will present to the world the adoption of our currency in your trade.  
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